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INEQUALITIESSATISFIED BY ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
AND THEIR DERIVATIVES
BY

BOO SANG LEE AND S. M. SHAHC)
Abstract. For a class of entire functions with simple and positive zeros, it is
shown that the maximum of the moduli of the first two Taylor coefficients at any
point z, dominate all the remaining Taylor coefficients, provided \z\ is sufficiently large.
Further, there is a subclass for which this result holds at every point z.

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall be concerned with inequalities satisfied
by the derivatives of entire functions with simple zeros. Let {an}x be a sequence of
positive numbers such that
(1.1)

an+xjan = an ^ y > 1,

and let

We prove
Theorem 1. Suppose £(z) is an entire junction given by il.2) where the zeros an
satisfy (1.1). Then for a given number M>0, there exists a number £ = £(M) such
that for every z, \z\ > R,

(1.3)

max{|£(z)|, |£'(z)|} > M\P«\z)\jj\,

j = 2,3,....

Theorem 2. Let £(z) be given by (1.2). If
(1.4)

an ^ 3,

« = 2,3,...,

a2-ax

^ 8,

then for every z

(1.5)

max{|£(z)|, |£'(z)|} > |£«>(z)|/;!,

j = 2, 3,....

Theorem 3. Let {^f be a sequence of positive numbers. Then there exists an
entire function Qfz) such that for every z

(1.6)

max{|ß(z)|, \Q\z)\} > <A;-i|ß('>(z)|,

j = 2, 3,....
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Theorem 4. Let P(z) be given by (1.2) where an+1lan^n+l,
and ax > 0. Then for every z

(1.7)

max {\P(z)\, \P'(z)\} > h-il^z)],

where <f>n¡il, n=\

(n^l),

aa-a^ll

j = 2,3,...

andcf>n —>oo as n —>-oo.

2. Preliminary results. In this section we suppose that (1.1) holds and obtain
bounds for zeros {bn}x of P'(z). By Laguerre's theorem [1, p. 23], [7, p. 266] we
know that the ¿>n'sare all real and ax < bx < a2 < ■■■< an < bn < an+x < ■■■■Let

W) =2 7733, t>\.
Then h(t) is decreasing in (1, oo) and n(2.8)<0.778.
Lemma 1. Let q be the smallest integer such that q^h(y) + y/(y—l). Then
(2.1)

(2.2)

bn < (nan+1 + an)/(n+l),

{l-l/(«-%))K+i

<*»,

n = l,2,...,

n = q+l,q + 2,...,

and

(2.3)

bn+1lbn= ßn ^ y'> 1,

» = 1,2,....

Proof, (i) Let x=(nan+1 + an)l(n +1). Then

^P(x) =2Y —
<—+-—
x-a,
x-an
x-an+1 =».
and (2.1) is proved.
(ii) Let x={l-l/(n-h(y))}an

+ x, n^q+l.

By our choice ofq, an<x<an

-h(y)
y _L_ = zM

y _J_ >_L
Hence

nx)>n-l-h(y)+_L_
F(x)

an+1

+ _l_>0i
x-an

x-an+1

and (2.2) is proved,
(iii) From (2.1) and (2.2) we have, for n^q+1,
¿n+i > n-h(y)
bn - n+l-h(y)

(n+l)qn+2 >
n-h(y)
nan+1 + an
y n+l-h(y)

Let y= 1 +c. Then c>0. Let c' = c¡(2y)< 1. Let t be an integer such that

t > max{q+\, \¡c'-\+h(y)}.

Then, for all n = t,

-W
bn

«-%)_
yn+l-h(y)

(

W

*'

Let y' = min {ft, ß2,..., ßt_ », (1 - c')y}. Then j8„£/ > 1 for » £ 1.
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Lemma2. Let p>0 and let

Unip)= Ü {z | \'-a,\

= P),

K(p) = Ü {z\ \z-bj\ Ú P}.

Then there exists an integer M0 such that UMoip) n VMoip)= 0 •

Proof. Let Mx 2: 2 be an integer such that

1

Mx + l ^

2py3

logy

Mx+l

iy-l)a2

Since yxjx is an increasing function of x on [1/log y, oo) we have, for n = Mx,
fln+i-fln

> y""2(y-l)a2

^ ~

-n-+Y- =-nil—
Let M2^q+2

> 2P-

be such that for n^M2

y

1-1/ÍK+1)

Then for all n = M0 = max (Mi, M2)

an+i-on

>

n

> 2p

and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 3. Let Mal.

Then for any number p>2M there exists an integer Ao>0

such that for every z $ UNoip) and \z\ >aNo

(2.4)

|£(z)| > M|£«>(z)|/7-!,

;=1,2,....

Proof. Let
CO

(2.5)

-i

00

i

G(z)

Then
£'(z)/£(z) = G(z),

(2.6)
and
£(fc+1)(z)

(2.7)

(£+1)!

1

4

C7"'(z)£(fc-»(z)

*:+ 11 j=o
^

J-/'

(k-f)\

Hence

(ä:+i)! -kTi\¿0
(2.8)
^ a max
osisfc I

~^r~) Sc {—n
\Pw(z)\
i!

ife= 0,1.
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We estimate a. Write z = x+iy and let an<xt¿an+1,

(2.9)

^^LZL^+l

n^ 1. Since z $ Ux(p) we have

+ M.

an-an_x

Here a0=0. Write Cx= (p-2M)¡2,

[May

p

an+x

c2 = c1/M(2M+c1).

Choose N=N(cx)

such

that for n = N
n¡(an-an-x)

+ h(y)lan

< c2.

Then
a < c2 + 2\p < \\M,

and so for every z with z £ UN(p) and x>aN, we have from (2.8)

(2.10)
v '

osigfc I

maxjm>MiHf,
i! J

Let 5={z|xg0}

u {z|0<x^aw,

N

Âc= o,i,....

(fc+1)!

|^| £%}. Then, for zeS,

^

1

h(y)+ N

1

Finally choose integer N0 such that aNoS?-v/2 a¡v- Then for every z £ UNo(p) and

|z| >aji0, (2.10) holds and this implies (2.4).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. We have F(z)=F(0)nf(l-z/W

where, by (2.3),

j8n=èn+1/èn>y'> 1. Hence we can apply the argument used to prove (2.4) to
P'(z), and obtain that there exists Nx such that for z £ FWl(p)and |z| >bNl

TOI>«e^M >M1Q*

*_,,2.

By Lemma 2, we can choose jV2^ max (A7,,,iVi) such that UN2(p)n VNA[p)
= 0.
Write R = bNr Then for every z, |z| >i?, (1.3) holds and the theorem is proved.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove two lemmas wherein, and also in the
proof of Theorem 2, we follow the notation of §2.

Lemma4. (i) If an^2.8 for n^2, then
(4.1)

bn > xn = mn+n1^22an

(n ^ 1).

(ii) Ifan>3 for nt2, then
(4.2)

ßn ^ 2.8

(n ^ 2).

(iii) Ifan ^ n +1 /or n ^ 1, iAen

(4.3)

/3n^n+l

(n^l).
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+ x, we have

1
A(2-8)
> vf _J_A(2.8)

£(x) '

yfl xn-a¡

an+x

^n-l-hjy)

n2-4

a„+1

2nian+x-an)'

For n ^ 6, the last expression is nonnegative and for 1 á « ^ 5, the first expression
is easily seen to be nonnegative. Hence (4.1) is proved.
Next we have, by (4.1) and (2.1), for »Œ1,
¿n+i > 2gn+1 + (« + l)an+2(n+l)
bn an+nan+x
(n+3)

Simple computation now yields (4.2) and (4.3).

Lemma. 5. Let p = i3 —\/5)ia2—ax)l4 and A = 1.5jia2—ax). Suppose an^2.8 for
n~2. Then

(4.4)

Uxip)nVxiP)=

0,

and for all z $ Uxip)
(4.5)

o < A.

Proof. By a simple computation, we have
(4.6)

ax+2p < bx < a2-2p,

and an + 6(a2-a1)/10</)n<an+1-6(a2-fli)/10,

(n^2). Now (4.4) follows from the

fact that p<2ia2-ax)ll0.
To prove (4.5) we first note that for z i Ufip) and an<x^an+x,

(4.7)

(n^2),

<^^i-+I+-!-4Ä
an-an-x

p

an+x-an-p

an+x

For z ^ Uxip) and ax < x ^ a2 we have

(4.8)

a ^ 1lp +1 /(a2 -ax - p)+A(2.8)/a2.

Finally for z £ £i(/>) and x^ax

o ¿ llP+llia2-ax)+hi2.S)la2.
Hence for z£ £i(/>), either (4.7) or (4.8) holds. In either case o<A and (4.5) is
proved.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since an ^ 3 and a2—ax ^ 8 we have, by Lemma 5, o < A < 1.

Hence (2.5) and (2.8) show that for z £ Uxip),
|£<fc+1)(z)|/(A:+1)!< max {|£«>(z)|//!},
Ogiâfc

k = 0, 1.

This gives for z £ i^O»), |£<fc)(z)
| Ik ! < |£(z) |, k=1, 2,....
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Next we consider P'(z)=P'(0) pr» (, _z/¿n) and note that |Sn^2.8, for n ^2, by
Lemma 4. Hence Lemma 5 applied to P'(z)[P'(0) for z £ Vx(p) gives that

(4.9)

"•■|fW<"-

Consequently, for z £ Fj(p)

'^UJI >

Ä:!

> (fc+ 1)! '

*-1»^--

Since i/iO>) n Fj(p)= 0, the inequality (1.5) holds for every z.
5. Proof of Theorem 3.

We need two lemmas.

Lemma 6. Suppose P(z) is defined by (1.2) where an+1lan^n + l, n=2, 3,...,
a2>ax>0.
Write B=ma\(A,2A2)
where A=(7.5)j(a2—ax). Then, for every z,

Bmax{\P(z)\,\P'(z)\}>\P"(z)\.
Proof. For z$ Ux(p), we have, by (2.6), \P'(z)\ = \P(z)G(z)\ú<y\P(z)\ and |F"(z)|
= \P(z){G2(z)+ G'(z)}\<2o2\P(z)\. Now «„^3 for n^2. Hence by Lemma 5, o<A.
It follows that for every z £ U±(p)

(5.1)

\P'(z)\ < B\P(z)\,

\P"(z)\ < B\P(z)\.

By Lemma 4, ßn ï; n +1 ä 3 for n ^ 2. Hence the above argument may be applied

to F'(z)/F'(0). By (4.9) we have for every z £ F».(¿)
(5.2)
\P"(z)\ < 5|F'(z)|,
\P"(z)\ < B\P'-(z)\.
Since Ux(p)n Vx(p)= 0, the lemma follows from (5.1) and (5.2).
Lemma 7. Let P(z) be defined by (1.2) and suppose that
an+ilan = n + 1,

(n = 2, 3,...),

a2.> ax > 0.

Denote the zeros ofP(k)(z) by {a*>}? with aiklx>dk\ Then

(5.3)

af - aV ^ (3/2)*« - O,

where a„0)=an.

Proof. By (2.1) and (4.1) we have
a^-axly

> (a3-ax)/2

> 3(a2-ai)¡2.

An induction argument completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3. We construct a new sequence {an}x as follows:
ai = max {15, 8^},

(5.4)

a2 ^ max {2a,., 24</r2},

an+1 ^ max {(n+ l)an, 4(n + l)(« + 2)(0n+1/^B_1)},

Let ß(z)=ni° (I-z/a„).
Hence for every z

Since a2 —a^lS

n = 2, 3.

we have in Lemma 6 B=A<%jax.
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Denote the zeros of Qik\z) by {a™}?. Then ai0) = an, and by (4.3) and (5.3) we have

afUjd? fc»+1,

(« - 1),

aP-rf» ê 15.

Hence (5.5) holds for Q{k\z). Thus we have for every z and fcäO
(5.6)

WaV) max {\Q™iz)\, \Qik+1\z)\} > |ß(fc+2)(z)|.

By (4.1) we have

<#+» > inlin+2M>+1,

/£0,

Bel,

and hence

15
71
{5J)

a«'
"(" + 1) l)a»+<a
a" >
> (n+j)(n+j+

In particular,

From (5.6) and (5.7)' we have for every z and k ^ 0

(5.8)

|ß™(z)|

< |(2A:+2)!4^+1»/(ria2y+i)}max{|ô(z)i,

|ß'(z)|}.

Similarly we obtain for every z and k ^ 0

(5.9)

|ß«*+3>(z)| < /(2*+3)! 4*+1/(fla2,+2)}

max{|ß(z)|, |ß'(z)|}.

Since n?=oû2i+i^4fc +1(2A:+ 2)! ^2k+i, we have from (5.8) that for every z and

fcäO
(5.10)

^+i|ß<2,c+2)00l < max{|ß(z)|, |ß'(z)|}.

Similarly from (5.9) we have that for every z and k =ï0

(5.11)

fe+2|ß(2fc +3)00| < max{|ß(z)|, |ß'(z)|}.

The theorem now follows from (5.10) and (5.11).
6. Proof of Theorem 4.

We first prove

Lemma 8. Let £(z) be defined by (1.2) and suppose that an+1/an^n+1,
ax —l5. Then there exists a sequence {Xn}xsuch that

(6.1)

An > 1,

in ^ 1),

A„-^co

as «->oo;

and such that for every z

(6.2)

max{|£(z)|, |£'(z)|} > Xj_x\P«\z)\,

j = 2,3,....
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Proof. Define a sequence {An}f as follows:

Ai = 15/8,

A2= ^,

An+i = ^|

(«à 2).

If we replace {</>„}?
by {A„}fin (5.4), the argument used in the proof of Theorem 3
gives (6.2). To prove (6.1) we note that Ai> 1, A2> 1. For fe^l we have
Â2fc+2>((2Â:)!/(Â:
+ l)!)2fc, and

X2k+X> H2k-iy.Hk+l)\)2k.

These inequalities prove (6.1) and the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4. We consider £c3)(z) and note that a(3lx¡a(3)^n + l (n^l),
a[3)^15. By Lemma 8 we can find a sequence {Xn}xsuch that A„> 1, (n ^ 1), An->- co
as n -> co and such that for every z

(6.3)

max {|£<3>(z)|,|£<«(z)|} > A,_i|£« +3>(z)|,

Since a2—ax ^ 11, the constant B in
for every z, max{|£(z)|, |£'(z)|}>
max{|£'(z)|, |£"(z)|}> |£"(z)| and
max{|£(z)|, |£'(z)|}> |£0)(z)|,;'è2;

(6.4)

Lemma
|£"(z)|.
so on.
and, in

j = 2, 3,....

6 is less than unity and hence we have,
By Lemma 7 we have, for every z,
Consequently, we have for every z,
particular,

max {|£(z)|, |£'(z)|} > max {|£<3>(z)|,|P<«(z)|}.

Now define

(6.5)

<Pj=1.

j = 1>2, 3,

'Pi = Ai-3,

j ^ 4.

Then (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) yield Theorem 4.
7. Remarks, (i) A transcendental entire function/(z)
index if there exists an integer AS: 0 such that for all z

(7.1)

max {\fik\z)\jk^ ^ |/(»(z)|/;!,

is said to be of bounded

; = 1, 2,... ;

and the smallest such integer A is called the index of/(z) (cf. [2], [3], [5]).
We have proved in Theorem 1 that (7.1), with / replaced by £, holds for all z

such that \z\ > R with A= 1. Now it is known that (cf. [6, pp. 132-133]) there exists
an integer A such that (7.1), with / replaced by £, holds for all z with |z|g£.
Thus we conclude that £(z) is of bounded index.
(ii) Pugh and Shah [4] have shown that if {zn}x is any sequence of complex
numbers such that
(7.2)

|zn+i|

then the derivatives fa\z)
for all z,

(7.3)

^ 5n|zn|,

|Zl| ^ 5,

of the corresponding canonical product /(z) satisfy

max {|/(z)|, |/'(z)|} > \fi\z)\

if = 2, 3,.. -),
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The zeros {a„}f in Theorem 4 may not increase as rapidly as {|z„|}f in (7.2) and
yet the derivatives of the corresponding canonical product satisfy a sharper inequality (1.7). Note however that the zeros {an}x are all real and positive.
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